
The mean �eld approximation to nulear struture and beyondL.M. Robledo∗Dep. Físia Teória, Modulo 15, Faultad de Cienias,Universidad Autónoma de Madrid, 28049 Madrid, SpainThe ontents of the three letures to be delivered at the 2012 edition of the "Eole Joliot Curie" anddevoted to the desription of the mean �eld approximation and tehniques beyond it are skethed.The fous will be in the desription of phenomena in low energy nulear struture.The mean �eld approximation is the starting point fora quantitative mirosopi desription of an interatingmany body system. The idea is to replae the intriatetwo body interation among the system's onstituentsby an average mean �eld. When the onstituents arefermions, like in the atomi nuleus, the mean �eld ap-proximation is known under the name of Hartree- Fok(HF) approximation. As in many other many body sys-tems, the e�etive in medium nulear interation has astrong short range attrative omponent that favors theformation of "Cooper pairs" that are the essential in-gredient for phenomena like super�uidity or superon-dutivity. In those ases, the HF approximation hasto be generalized in order to inorporate the oneptof quasi-partile leading to the Hartree- Fok- Bogoli-ubov (HFB) mean �eld approximation. The mean �eldHF and HFB have been used for many years in nulearphysis to desribe a variety of physial observables rang-ing from binding energies to the moments of inertia of ro-tational bands. A lot of expertise has aumulated aboutthe required properties that a good phenomenologial in-medium nulear interation must have in order to providea reasonable agreement for many quantities all over theChart of Nulide and, as a onsequene, a wealth of themare available in the market. At the dawn of the enturythe general onsensus was that both the HFB method-ology and the phenomenologial interations to be usedwere reasonably well understood and therefore, to im-prove our understanding of the atomi nuleus, othermany body e�ets had to be onsidered. A typial exam-ple is the inlusion of beyond mean �eld orrelations (seebelow) to improve the desription of binding energies andthe subsequent impat on other observables that dependon them.One of the de�ning harateristis of the mean �eld ap-proximation when applied to the atomi nuleus is thatvery often the solution obtained does not preserve thesymmetries of the interation. Typial examples are thebreaking of rotational invariane, that leads to the on-ept of deformed intrinsi states, or the breaking of par-tile number symmetry assoiated to nulear super�uid-ity and the HFB approximation. Although this spon-taneous symmetry breaking is an artifat of the mean�eld approximation it has the ability to grasp within the
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mean �eld framework many relevant orrelations like,for instane, the ones leading to the appearane of ro-tational bands in the low energy spetrum of many nu-lei. As a onsequene of symmetry breaking the result-ing wave funtion an not be labeled with well de�nedquantum numbers (partile number, angular momentum,et). This is irrelevant for some quantities like bindingenergies or radii if the level of auray required is nottoo high, but it has fundamental onsequenes for oth-ers like transition probabilities where the lak of goodquantum numbers makes the onept of "seletion rules"(partiular hoies of the quantum numbers that makethe orresponding matrix element to exatly vanish) in-appliable. As a onsequene, it is mandatory in someappliations to restore the broken symmetries using lin-ear ombinations with appropriated weights of a set ofwave funtions obtained by ating with the orrespondingsymmetry operation on the HFB intrinsi state. The im-plementation of these ideas is far from being a trivial taskas there remain fundamental issues like how to deal withdensity dependent e�etive fores, or tehnial issues likehow to evaluate e�iently the required overlaps. Lastbut not least, the omputational requirements are ratherhigh and often top lass superomputers are required toanalyze spei� regions of the periodi table with thesetehniques. This last aspet alls for approximate imple-mentations of symmetry restoration that usually rely onwhat is alled "Gaussian overlap approximation". Here,the main assumption is that the overlap between two dif-ferent HFB wave funtions an be approximated ratherwell by an analytial expression of the Gaussian type.When this GOA (or its derivations) are implemented, aneonomial and sound evaluation of many nulear prop-erties in many nulei is possible.The key ingredient of symmetry restoration, namelythe use of linear ombinations of HFB type wave fun-tions an be also be used to aount for long range or-relations. The admixture of mean �eld on�gurationsknown as the Generator Coordinate Method (GCM) isthe tool of hoie to deal with the phenomenon of oex-istene where two or more di�erent mean �eld on�gu-rations (for instane, a prolate and an oblate on�gura-tion) have a similar energy and feel a strong interationamong them. In the GCM method, the variational prin-iple leads to the Hill-Wheeler equation that determinesthe amplitudes of the intrinsi on�gurations in the or-related wave funtions. All the quantities entering theHW equation an be evaluated with the same tehniques



2used in symmetry restoration and therefore it is not sur-prising that the same GOA approximation an be usedhere to redue the omputational needs. The GOA ap-proximation redues the HW equation, whih is a kindof non-loal equation to a loal approximation known asthe "olletive Shrodinger equation" that is muh easierto solve and its solutions are easier to interpret.In the three letures devoted to "mean �eld and be-yond" I will try to over the main aspets of the teh-niques disussed above and a tentative shedule ould be
• Leture 1: The mean �eld approximation forfermions: the Hartree-Fok method. Variationalmethod and HF equation. Short range orrela-tions and pairing: the Hartree- Fok- Bogoliubovmethod. Charaterization of HFB wave funtions:the Thouless theorem and the Bloh-Messiah the-orem. Solution of the HFB and onstrained HFBequation with gradient-like methods. Phenomeno-logial interations: the Skyrme, Gogny and rela-tivisti families. Appliations of the HFB method:i) potential energy surfaes 2) High spin physisand the ranking method.
• Leture 2: Spontaneous symmetry breaking inHFB. Restoration of symmetries with projetionoperators. Intrinsi vs laboratory wave funtions.The Variation After Projetion (VAP) and Proje-tion After Variation (PAV) methods. Transition

probabilities and seletion rules. Parity proje-tion as an example. Approximate projetion, the"Gaussian overlap approximation" (GOA) and itsextensions. Reovering the ranking method andunderstanding moments of inertia. Reovering therotational formula for transition probabilities andassessing its appliability.
• Leture 3: Beyond HFB: on�guration mixingand the Generator oordinate method. The Hill-Wheeler equation. Evaluation of operator overlaps:The Generalized Wik theorem. The GOA and thederivation of a olletive hamiltonian. Where dowe stand and what an be expeted in the future ?Conerning the bibliography there are many exellentreview artiles and textbooks available and here we willjust give a sample of the many possible hoies and defera more exhaustive list for the ourse notes. The �rsttextbook is the well known book by Ring and Shuk [1℄.It ombines a rigorous treatment of the subjet with awealth of examples and appliations. Next, we have themonograph by Blaizot and Ripka [2℄ that is more theoryoriented emphasizing the formals aspets in detriment ofthe more phenomenologial aspets. Finally the reviewartile by Bender, Heenen and Reinhard [3℄ is a modernaount of the theoretial developments taken plae innulear struture in the last years.[1℄ P. Ring and P. Shuk, The Nulear Many Body problem(Springer, Berlin, 1980)[2℄ J.-P. Blaizot and G. Ripka, Quantum Theory of FiniteSystems (MIT Press, Cambridge, Massahusetts, and Lon- don, England, 1985).[3℄ M. Bender, P.-H. Heenen, and P.-G. Reinhard, Rev. Mod.Phys. 75 (2003) 121.


